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Abstract 
This paper deals with the different methods of variational formulation of nonlinear problems of mechanics. The core is 
expressed in the form of four theorems. The matrix analogy makes this approach more understandable. Application to 
the initial value problem of mechanical system is shown. 
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1. Introduction 
In the current literature we can find a large number of papers dealing with different variational 
principles and with methods for constructing the potentials for given boundary and/or initial value 
problems. Engineers are not always familiar with all these different approaches. The aim of this 
paper is, therefore, to combine the majority of these possibilities into four theorems, show their 
matrix analogy and ilustrate the fourth theorem, which is generally not known, on an example from 
the dynamics of discrete mechanical systems. To fulfill this task, the appropriate unified operator 
formulation is introduced. 
2. Operator formulation 
This formulation follows papers I-1, 4]. Buffer's approach is generalised for the very broad class 
of boundary and initial value problems. 
Let f2 c •=, m = 2 or 3, be a bounded domain with the Lipschitz boundary 0f2. Let 012~, 
j = 1,..., M be the different parts of &'2 = U~ i OI2~. We consider tensor function w(x, t), x ~ ~, 
t e [0, T] with components wi(x, t), i = 1 , . . . ,  N, which are determined by their restrictions on the 
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parts of the time-space cylinder uniquely: 
IVi(t, x) = 
-wi(t ,  x); x • t2, t • (0, T )  - 
wi(t,x); x•df21 ,  t• (O ,T )  
wi(t, x); x • 8t2M, t • (0, T)  
wi(t, x); x • t2, t = 0 
wi (t, x); x • D, t = T 
(1) 
The quality of IV is given by inclusion w • U, where U is the admissible Banach space. 
A very wide class of problems of mechanics can be expressed in one of the following abstract 
forms: 
A (w) = B (w); N(w) = A (IV) - B (w) = O, (2) 
where A" U ~ U' and B: U --. U'; U' is the dual space. Operators A(w)  and B(w) again have the 
restrictive structure as in (1): 
A (IV) = 
-A,!IV) 1; AN(W) A~(w) = 
- Ai(w); w•  D, t • [0, T ]  - 
ail(w); w•SO1,  t•E0,  T ]  
aiM(W); IV • 8OM, t • [0, T ]  
ai, u + l (IV); W • D, t=0 
ai, u+2(W); W•D,  t = T 
(3) 
We assume the same structure for operator B(w). 
Some of these restrictions are given (depending on the particular problem) and the rest are the 
unknowns of the problem. 
3. Basic theorems 
Theorem 1. We assume that the Gateaux differentiable bilinear form ( .,. ) defined on U' x U is 
symmetric (in Vajnberg's sense [7-]): 
A.*,, wj = Aj, ~,. J I(A i,~j) = ~j,w,, i , j  = 1, 2, ..., N ,  (4) 
where A*  • U' ,,wj. ~ U is the adjoint operator to the Gateaux derivative of  operator Ai with respect to 
wj and ~l ( .)  is its range. Then the operator A (w) is potential and its potential PA : U ~ R has the form 
e,(w) = 11 <A(2w),w)d2; 2~ [0, I]. (5) 
do 
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Theorem 2. Let P, Q be the natural numbers, where 0 < P <<. Q <<. N. I f  
Q 
A,(w)= ~ Aj*w, Wj; w e U; i = I, ..., P -1 ,  Q + I, ... , N,  (6) 
j=P  
Aj, wk(w)=O; j , k=P,P+I , . . . ,Q -1 ,  Q, (7) 
and condition (4) is fulfilled, then the operator A(w) is potential and its potential Pa,ee(W) can be 
expressed as 
Q 
PA, pQ(w) = ~ (Ai(w),wi).  (8) 
i=P  
For the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 refer to [4]. 
The size of the class of problems fulfilling the conditions of both the theorems evidently depends 
on the bilinear form used. Magri [3] proved that it is possible to find the appropriate bilinear form 
so that every linear operator becomes potential. Further generalisation was carried out by Tonti 
[6]: 
Theorem 3. Let us consider operator A: ~(A) c U ~ ~I(A) c U' and operator equation A(w) = 0 
with unique solution. Further, we assume that A w(w;') exists and is invertible while ~ (,4 w) is dense in 
U. Then for every linear, invertible and symmetrical operator K: U' ~ U satisfyin9 conditions 
~(K)  ~ ~l(A), ~I(K) ~ ~(A*),  operator 
,4(w) = A* (w; KA (w)) (9) 
is potential and the equations A (w) = 0 and .4 (w) = 0 have the same solutions. 
The theorems published in [2, 5] are only special cases of Theorem 3. 
It was proved in [6] that for differential operator A (w), operator g( . )  must be an integral 
operator. To overcome some difficulties connected with this integral form of operator g( .  ) we can 
imbed our operator in a larger operator joining the adjoint operator A*. This was the idea of 
Finlayson and then Telega [5], and we can see the direct connection with Theorem 2: 
Theorem 4. Let us consider a restricted operator (in the sense of (2)) with operator components Ai
(wl .... , We-l), j = P, ..., Q = N. I f  operators Aj(w), j = 1 .... , P - 1, where w = (wl, ..., Wp-l, 
wp,..., WQ=N), exists in the form 
Q 
Ajtw) A* + I10) -~- z,wj Wi  
i=P  
where ~j, j  = 1, ..., P - 1, is an arbitrary element of the appropriate space Uj, then the operator 
A (w) = [,41 (w) . . . . .  Ae = N (w)] T is potential and its potential is 
Q P-1  
PA(w)= ~ (A,(w),wi) + Z (,~i,w,). (11) 
i=P  i=1  
The proof is very simple. Because of limited space, it is not presented here. 
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4. Matrix analogy 
Let operator A (w) be linear and assume it can be expressed in matrix form 
A (w) -- [A] [w] (12) 
where [A] is a square martrix and [w] a column matrix. The conditions of Theorems 1-4 then have 
the following form: 
TI: [a] v = [a]; PA(w) = ½[w]T[A] [w]. 
T2: [a] : [ '''!0! ....... !ap.Q!. ; pA,pQ(W) : [WpQ1T[ApQ-][W ,]
L[APQy [0] where [W] = [[W'] "[WpQ]] T. 
T3: ,4(w) = [A]TEK] [A] [w] = [A +] [w] 
where [A +] is the matrix introduced in the known Penrose-Moore pseudoin- 
version. 
T4: 
[0] [A~]  
a(w)  = • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
[Am] ~ [0] 
[w'] 
[w~Q] 
[w] 
[9] 
PA (w) = [wpo] T [A] [w'] - [wpQ] ~ [~]. 
5. Example 
The canonical equations of a mechanical system with n degrees of freedom can be expressed in
the form of operator equation (3) using the following operators and variables: 
A3(Wl ,  w2) = 
p,(t) ] 
pi(0) ; 
0 
B3(Wl, .,2) = 
- OH 
0qi; t~(0, T) 
P ,  
0 
(13) 
A, (w, ,  w2) = 
-d'(t) 
--qi(O) 
0 
; B4(wl, w2) = 
E 0H 
- 0p---~..; t6(O, T) 
0 
(14) 
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where Pl are the generalized momenta nd qi the generalised coordinates (i = 1 . . . . .  n);/~i and ~i are 
their initial values. H(q ,  p) is the Hamiltonian of the systems (Wl = {qi} = q; w2 = {p~} = p). Using 
Theorem 4 and introducing new variables w3 = {r ~} = r; w4 = {s~} = s we construct he potential 
in the form 
PA(w)  = Pi + ri d t  - dl i - s id t  + r i (p i  - /~i )10 
- s~(q ~ - ~i)10 + g~q~lr - Pp~l r .  (15) 
Using the Green's theorem we get the simplified form 
l (w)  = -~qi r q- --Siopi dt  + (qis i -- pit: i)dt - ri~ilo 
+ s,O'lo + q ' (91 , -  s,)lr -- P,(9~ -- ri)lr, (16) 
where 91 = {91~} and 92 = {9~ } are the components of arbitrary element 9 expressing the final 
condition for w3 and w4. 
6. Conclusion 
Using Theorems 1-4, it is possible to construct he basic potentials for every boundary and/or 
initial value problem (satisfying some smoothness conditions). Other potentials can be derived 
using the Green's theorem and Legendre transformation. The unified operator formulation shown 
above also provides engineers with a useful tool for constructing the potential of a particular 
problem. 
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